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Oscar Shirani
Martha Garza

Re: Meeting with Oscar Shirani

d I met with Oscar Shirani this afternoon to discuss the transition of his
remaining audit projects. In light of the fact that Oscar will be terminated from his
current position o&42-26-Ok he was informed that effective immediately, he was being
relieved of all of his audit responsibilities so that he could devote his full attention to
working with the outplacement firm where. he has access to a computer, telephone,
administrative support, counseling, etc. Oscar became very agitated and upset that we
were trying to force him out prior to hi l2-26-9Ydate. I clWrified with Oscar that he is
still an active employee and will remain on the payroll unti1'I2-26-0lut that it is in the
audepartment's best interest to allow him to transition hiswork at this point.lgt

I' pointed out that he is in the early stages of an audit that is anticipated to laseveral
WdEs up to a couple of months. This is a good point for him to break away before
becoming too involved and making it difficult to transition over the work. He was very
angry and upset and claimed that we were forcing him out and that he had every right to
continue to report to his office.. He said that he is aware of people at the AT & T building
that have been notified and continue to come to work and use company equipment. He
said that in order to get him out we needed to have a court order because otherwise we
are violating his rights. He became even more loud and a itated and said that the reason
we want him out of the building is because weIfn ei agrus and a terrorigu:

At this poin contacted Corporate Security to ask for support in removing
Oscar from the property. Wherstepped out of the office, he turned to me and said
that I should act like myself an at needed to stop acting like "them". He said that he
felt that he and I were in this diversity fight together but now I was acting just like
"them".

Two officers fr6ni Corporate Security arrived to escort him out of the office and were
present as he packed his personal belongings.

Martha Garza.
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